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Water Management Challenges and Options in 
Melbourne
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(Source: Melbourne Water System Strategy, 2017)
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Traditional questions answered by water resource 
modelling
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• How much water do we need?

• What are the consequences of changes in system assets, operations, streamflow, 
demand, climate?

• How do we manage the bulk water supply system optimally?

• How much water is allocated to Primary Entitlement Holders?



Integrated Water Resource Model being Developed
(using eWater Source)
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Questions that can be answered by integrated water 
resource modelling
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• What is the best mix of centralised and urban source options?

• What are the implications of various policy or water industry initiatives?

• What are the best locations for urban water source schemes?

• What are the volumes of water entering, generated within, and leaving, an 
urban sub-catchment?

• What volumes of water in the sub-catchment could be used to meet the 
demands of specific water uses?



What is involved in modelling integrated water 
management?
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Source: eWater (2019)



Integrated Water Resource Modelling: Facilitators
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• Stakeholder Collaboration

– Starting from the stages of Needs Identification and Design

• Knowledge Sharing and Transparency

– Online wiki-style documentation system

– Model transparency improvements

– Stakeholder hands-on training workshops

• Accessibility

– Access to models in development

– Cloud-based run processing system with future capability to link models



Integrated Water Resource Modelling: Challenges
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• Developing a scalable approach

• Developing modular components

• Different spatial and temporal scales



Addressing the challenges in urban demand model 
development
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• Scalability: Use of demand model 
‘templates’

– Mix and match in required numbers

• Modularity: Functionality provided 
through a separate ‘Scenario’ and 
Source plug-in (Urban Developer)

• Differences in spatial/time scales: 
Aggregation of demand for use in 
headworks model

Source: eWater (2019)



Linking of modelled demands to headworks model
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Addressing the challenges in urban water source 
model development
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Modularity: Linking of existing models of 
urban catchments:

• Source catchment model of Port Phillip 
and Westernport (PPWP)

• Scalability: MUSIC models of specific 
stormwater harvesting schemes

Differences in spatial/time scales: 
Aggregation of volumes for use in 
headworks model

Boundaries of Melbourne Water Supply 
System within PPWP catchment



Linking of modelled urban water source volumes to 
headworks model
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Water user node 

Source: eWater (2019)



Further work needed to..
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• Enable two-way information exchange between separately run models

• Represent changing urbanisation in urban catchment modelling

• Address areas of overlap of catchment and MUSIC models 

• Minimise model performance issues caused by additional complexity

• Agree on maintenance and update approach for components in joint ownership



Summary
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• Current status of Melbourne’s integrated water resource model development 

– Range of modelling capabilities

• Challenges and facilitators

• Examples on addressing the challenges to develop scalable and modular 
approaches for:

– Urban water demand modelling

– Urban water source modelling

• Improvement areas
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